Design courtesy of Bisque Imports

Oh, Sugar

This sweet platter set will have you dreaming up parties just to show it off!
MATERIALS
255 Rim Platter
2511 Classic Platter Small
2512 Classic Platter Large
CN033-8 Dark Butternut
CN151-8 Light Blue Spruce
CN261-8 Light Grape
CN371-8 Light Honeysuckle
CN384-8 Fruit Punch
SUPPLIES
Assorted Royal Aqualon Brushes
Detail Brush
Painter’s Tape (¼” and ¾”)
Pencil or Thin Permanent Marker
Scissors
Water
INSTRUCTIONS
Lightly wipe each piece with a damp sponge to prepare for painting.
Rim Platter: 1. Slightly off-center, adhere 2 stripes of ¾” painter’s tape down
the platter surface, approximately 3-4” apart from one another.
2. Paint the smaller area near the plate edge with 3 coats of Fruit Punch.
3. Paint the area on the opposite edge with 3-4 coats of Light Grape.
4. In the center between the two thick painter’s tape lines, firmly adhere a
long strip of ¼” painter’s tape to create two equal columns.
5. Using smaller strips of ¼” painter’s tape, cut to size, create diagonal
stripes along each column. To create the chevron design, apply stripes of
each column so that they extend in opposite directions and meet along the
center line. Refer to the template provided as a guide.

6. Alternate 3 coats of Dark Butternut, Light Blue Spruce, Light Grape,
Light Honeysuckle, and Fruit Punch to fill in each stripe. Make sure that no
bordering stripes are painted using the same color.
7. Once completed, remove all strips of painter’s tape from platter surface.
Classic Platter Small: 1. Use strips of ¾” painter’s tape to mask a border
around the center area of the platter.
2. Paint the unmasked area with 3 coats of Dark Butternut and allow to dry.
3. Across the center of the platter, apply 5 vertical stripes of ¼” painter’s
tape, with equal space in between each stripe.
4. Diagonally apply smaller strips of ¼” painter’s tape, cut to size, down
each column. Alternate the direction of the stripes with each consecutive
column to create the chevron pattern. Refer to the template as a guide.
5. Alternate 3 coats of Dark Butternut, Light Blue Spruce, Light Grape, Light
Honeysuckle, and Fruit Punch to fill in each chevron stripe.
6. Once completed, remove all strips of painter’s tape from platter surface.
Classic Platter Large: 1. Use ¾” painter’s tape to mask a border within the
center of the platter.
2. Fill in the unmasked area with 3 coats of Light Honeysuckle. Let dry.
3. Apply 4 long strips of ¼” painter’s tape long ways down the platter’s rim,
with equal space in between each stripe.
4.To create the chevron pattern, apply smaller strips of ¼” painter’s tape
along each column in the same fashion used in the previous projects.
5. Alternate using 3 coats of Dark Butternut, Light Blue Spruce, Light Grape,
Light Honeysuckle, and Fruit Punch to fill in each chevron stripe.
6. Remove all strips of painter’s tape from platter surface. Once completed,
dip each piece in Pure Brilliance and fire to Cone 06.

